Algorithms for mapping kidney tissue oxygenation during normothermic machine perfusion using hyperspectral imaging.
The lack of donor grafts is a severe problem in transplantation medicine. Hence, the improved preservation of existing and the usage of organs that were deemed untransplantable is as urgent as ever. The development of novel preservation techniques has come into focus. A promising alternative to traditional cold storage is normothermic machine perfusion (NMP), which provides the benefit of improving the organs' viability and of assessing the organs' status under physiological conditions. For this purpose, methods for evaluating organ parameters have yet to be developed. In a previous study, we determined the tissue oxygen saturation (StO2) of kidneys during NMP with hyperspectral imaging (HSI) based on a discrete wavelength (DW) algorithm. The aim of the current study was to identify a more accurate algorithm for StO2 calculation. A literature search revealed three candidates to test: a DW algorithm and two full spectral algorithms - area under a curve and partial least square regression (PLSR). After obtaining suitable calibration data to train each algorithm, they were evaluated during NMP. The wavelength range from 590 to 800 nm was found to be appropriate for analyzing StO2 of kidneys during NMP. The PLSR method shows good results in analyzing the tissues' oxygen status in perfusion experiments.